
Domination 321 

Chapter 321: The Battle Begins 

After his scream, the Tiger King disappeared just like that. Many people became astonished after seeing 

this. This was a nine rings Heavenly Sovereign, yet he was killed by a fat worm. It was too unbelievable 

and no one would believe such a thing if they were told. 

“Your grandmother, daring to oppose my Young Noble, what suicidal fools!” Little Autumn boldly 

shouted, then it immediately aimed his mud cannon towards the Royal Nobles and Ancient Saints from 

the Saint Country and Tiger’s Howl School. 

“Bang-- bang-- bang--” Right afterward, Little Autumn shot out blast after blast. Once struck by his 

cannon, Royal Nobles and Ancient Saints would immediately disappear. This scene instilled a creepy 

sensation to all the spectators. This was even more frightening than dying due to a direct physical blow. 

Anywhere where Little Autumn pointed his cannon, the opponents would run around crazily like 

chickens with their heads cut off. They simply didn’t dare to block his shots. 

“Kill!!!” Sikong Toutian also went mad from killing. The wooden puppets that looked exactly like him 

began their massacre. They possessed the same power as the controller; he was no less than any other 

devilish genius. At this moment, each of the wooden puppets were given several divine treasures so one 

could only imagine their battle prowess. In just a short amount of time, the experts of the Saint Country 

and the Tiger’s Howl School started to miserably scream as they fell one after another. In just a flash, the 

sky was filled with a bloody rain that was amplified by shrill bellows across the plains. 

Little Autumn and Sikong Toutian — alone — took care of the several thousand experts from the two 

powers. Li Qiye essentially didn’t do anything at all; he simply stood there and calmly observed. 

This scene caused everyone to turn pale as they held their breaths. This was a bit too heaven-defying! At 

this moment, the people present understood why Li Qiye dared to challenge the two powers; this guy 

already had an ace card up his sleeve! 

“Hmph!” Amidst the bloody battle, in the highest reaches of the sky, an incomparable gaze that was 

hidden inside an invisible fog, eluding all eyes, appeared as if a prehistoric beast was awakening. In the 

depths of this mysterious place, a towering despotic air drowned the surroundings. 

“Don’t, this is not the time.” Right when this person wanted to take action, another emotionless voice 

appeared in this hiding place. 

“This brat is pushing us too far!” The old undying that wanted to take action had a hard time swallowing 

this anger. 

“There will be someone else to take care of him. Our time has yet to come. Keep on watching the 

Heavenly Dao Academy’s land as it continues to split. Be patient a bit more, they will not be able to hold 

on much longer. Compared to the timeless Emperor foundation of the academy, a few several thousand 

disciples are nothing!” The cold voice resounded again in the darkness. 

Finally, the eager old undying managed to calm down and closed his brilliant eyes. 



In the middle of the battlefield, Li Qiye stared towards the horizon and couldn’t help but smirk. A few 

people truly had a very good tolerance, and he wanted to see just how much longer they could endure! 

“Li Qiye, do you want to kill until nobody remains?” At this time, a steady and strong voice appeared. 

Utilizing his blazing divine light, the speaker joined the battlefield with one step and left it with another 

step. 

The one who appeared was Zu Huangwu. His divine light protected his body like wise sages protecting 

their treasure; this brilliance extended for ten thousand miles, giving him an unbeatable presence. The 

natural stone bone on his forehead that was as smooth as jade enhanced his charm even more. 

Li Qiye slowly looked at him with one eye and said: “You got something to say? Whether I show mercy 

or not is my business, not yours.” 

“The Heavenly Dao Academy is a place for learning, not a place where evil rampages!” Zu Huangwu 

calmly and powerfully enunciated each word: “Today, you massacred several thousand cultivators — 

this is you wanting to stain the academy with blood! An evil like you should be eliminated. Even the 

academy cannot protect a barbarian like you, or they would be going against justice!” 

Many people disagreed with Zu Huangwu’s rhetoric. Which cultivators’ hands were not stained with 

blood? This was a world where the weak were the prey for the strong, and this was the natural order of 

things. Killing happened every day in the Eastern Hundred Cities. 

Everyone also knew about the long standing grievance between Li Qiye and the Brilliance Ancient 

Kingdom because Li Qiye killed Gui Fushu. As his martial senior, it was understandable that Zu Huangwu 

wanted revenge. 

Li Qiye then smiled in response: “If I feel like killing someone, then I’ll kill them. What does it have to do 

with the academy? Let’s take a step back and assume that even if the academy chooses to protect me, 

then what? What does it have to do with you?” 

Li Qiye’s words left many people secretly shaking their heads. These words were not wise because it was 

common knowledge that, right now, the academy was having a hard time taking care of itself, yet he 

was diverging even more attention to the academy. It was impossible for the academy to protect him at 

this moment. Maybe he would even be expelled. 

“It sounds like you are very confident! Do you really think that because the academy is protecting you, 

you can do whatever you want and perpetrate violence?” At this time, a different speaker came along 

and continued on: “Allowing such a villain to commit atrocious deeds... The academy needs to give 

everyone an explanation!” 

The speaker was none other than Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan, who was shrouded in a mysterious, azure 

radiance. However, his deep eyes were quite terrifying; it was as if they were capable of stealing the 

souls of others. 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan also stepped forward to descend into the battlefield, suddenly causing the 

atmosphere to become quite eerie. The spectators couldn’t help but to glance at those next to them. 

Zu Huangwu represented the Brilliance Ancient Kingdom, and the Heavenly Prince represented the 

Azure Mysterious Ancient Kingdom. These two were both one sect, two emperor lineages with 



unfathomable resources. How many people would actually dare to provoke Ancient Kingdoms with two 

emperors? 

Especially when the two joined forces — this had a completely different implication. In the entire Mortal 

Emperor World, the alliance of two Ancient Kingdoms could shake everyone with fear. Such a monstrous 

alliance could sweep through this entire world. 

“Yes, this evil cannot be left untouched. If we let him go, then he will absolutely cause harm to the 

Eastern Hundred Cities. When that time comes, how many innocent people would suffer? The academy 

will not allow such an evil wretch to exist!” At this time, a prince from an Eastern Hundred Cities country 

also shouted. 

Disciples from the other powers also added: “The academy should destroy this person. They definitely 

cannot protect him! Please give everyone an explanation!” 

Others in the crowd echoed this sentiment: “This is how it should be, the academy must immediately 

suppress such a murderer!” 

Suddenly, many people were stirred up and demanded for the academy to take action. The more wily 

and experienced cultivators smelled something strange in the air while some devilish geniuses who 

knew the inside stories had quickened heartbeats. The wind suddenly changed; although it seemed that 

there was a demand to punish Li Qiye on the outside, it was actually pointed at the academy. 

Those not privy to certain information, especially the humble Grand Era students, were incensed from 

the injustice. 

One of them couldn’t help but say: “Only your grand sects and countries are allowed to kill people and 

others are not allowed to protect themselves?” 

For these students, Li Qiye was the pride of the Grand Era Hall and themselves. Naturally, they wanted 

to see him soar higher and higher. 

“What? Could it be that you are on the same side as this madman, Li Qiye? Committing murder 

everywhere, massacring the innocent — someone like this deserves to be hunted down by all. Could it 

be that you also want to become enemies with the rest of the world like Li Qiye? To be hated by the rest 

of the world?” To the side, a grand sect’s disciple glanced at this discontent student and coldly spoke. 

This Grand Era disciple’s expression greatly changed with rage. This grand sect’s disciple blatantly 

threatened him! He was enraged to the point of shivering. 

“Pfufff!” However, the moment this grand sect’s disciple finished his words, a huge palm descended 

down. After a scream, this disciple was killed without a chance to defend himself. 

“Become enemies with the world?” Li Qiye was the killer. He glared and then sneered: “Who dares to 

oppose me? I shall annihilate them! Grand sects — so what? And what if the academy protects me? 

Your father is standing right here; those who are unconvinced can come right now. I will challenge the 

world to see if all of you are actually so extraordinary!” 

These despotic words filled the sky, causing the blood of the listeners to boil. Many Grand Era students 

immediately applauded and shouted: “Brother Li, kill them all! Only the great powers are allowed to kill 



us? Hmph, where is the heaven’s justice in this? To them, their fists represent justice, so we have to play 

by the same rule!” 

Many of them could endure no longer and their solidarity started to show: “Yes! Brother Li, use your 

fists to crush them! Bah, what is so innocent about them?” 

“Little Brother, try your best, defeat the grand sects and Ancient Kingdoms!” Many girls started to 

scream cheers for Li Qiye, especially Chi Xiaodie’s group of sisters. 

A Grand Era female student was even more bold and excitedly urged: “Little Brother Li, kill the great 

powers, then I will warm your bed tonight!” 

“Hah, Brother Li, did you hear that? Defeat them and make us proud, we all support you! Even a sister 

wants to warm your bed tonight!” In just a short period of time, all the Grand Era students were 

shouting and clamoring. 

The situation suddenly became chaotic. A few predecessors were quite smart and didn’t want to 

become involved in this. The young cultivators suddenly became divided into two camps; the students 

from the great powers were on one side while the more average disciples banded together, setting a 

new precedence to support Li Qiye. 

“Hmph!” At this time, Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan both snorted. 

“So? Not convinced?” Li Qiye glanced at them and said without a care in the world. 

Chapter 322: Sweeping Through 

“Even if the academy wants to protect you, all the sects in the Eastern Hundred Cities will not allow for a 

villain like you to rampage unchecked! Today, I will eradicate the evil that is you in the academy’s 

stead!” The divine brilliance around Zu Huangwu intensified around his head; he seemed to be a child of 

the heaven, creating a suppressive sacred aura. 

Meanwhile, the great battle ended and Little Autumn, along with Sikong Toutian, had killed the majority 

of the army despite the cries of anguish. Not many Royal Nobles and Ancient Saints were able to escape. 

“Bah, who do you think you are? I will take care of you!” Little Autumn came back to help Li Qiye and 

angrily said. 

“Let me.” Li Qiye slightly shook his head, then he looked at Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan 

before calmly saying: “Since you all want to take action under the guise of justice, then I want to see 

your great powers’ so-called justice. Today, I will personally erase this sense of justice. Both of you can 

come together, I shall tear you apart. Ancient Kingdom? One sect, two emperors? They are nothing in 

my eyes!” 

“Such a big tone!” Zu Huangwu’s expression changed from being angered by Li Qiye. In the Eastern 

Hundred Cities, outside of Mei Suyao, who could oppose him!? 

“Brother Huangwu, if he wants to die a naive death, then we’ll lend him a hand.” Heavenly Prince Qing 

Xuan took a step forward and slowly said. 



The Heavenly Prince had seen Li Qiye’s fiend-like actions before, so when Li Qiye wanted to take both of 

them on alone, he was happy to satisfy him. 

“Come together, I will quickly take care of you. Then, I can take care of bigger matters.” Li Qiye freely 

smiled and said. 

“Truly insane.” Many people shook their heads after hearing Li Qiye’s declaration. Amongst the older 

cultivators, including the neutral ones, they all gently shook their heads and said: “This is 

underestimating the enemy too much. The youths these days are too hotheaded, Zu Huangwu isn’t 

someone that Ba Xia and Hu Yue could compare to!” 

Even the Grand Era students who supported Li Qiye became alarmed. They also felt that he was too 

confident by taking on the two by himself alone. These were princes of Ancient Kingdoms, and both of 

them had the supreme arts of two emperors. If it was one on one, then the students had faith in him, 

but one versus two made them very worried. 

“Senior Li can definitely do it!” Some of them cheered for Li Qiye, but it was also to motivate themselves 

since their hearts were not assured. 

“Hah, does he really think that he is unbeatable amongst the younger generation just by defeating Hu 

Yue and Ba Xia? He actually dares to fight two Heavenly Princes by himself, I’m afraid he will not know 

how he is about to die!” The disciples of the great powers in the same camp as Zu Huangwu coldly 

sneered. In their eyes, Li Qiye was suicidal for wanting to fight one versus two! 

In a brief moment, the atmosphere was strained to the extreme. A knowledgeable Ancient Saint softly 

sighed and lamented: “Being overly rigid is easy to break. Li Qiye is definitely extraordinary, but he 

picked the wrong opponent. Zu Huangwu brought along an Immortal Emperor’s Life Treasure!” 

“Immortal Emperor’s Life Treasure!” Upon hearing this, those next to this Ancient Saint couldn’t help 

but become startled. An Immortal Emperor’s Life Treasure was absolutely an item that could render 

others breathless. 

“Suppress!” At this very second, Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan and Zu Huangwu both opened their Fate 

Palaces and revealed their True Fates. Their dao foundations exuded frightening emperor’s powers as if 

an Immortal Emperor was about to appear from within. 

After feeling their dao foundations, everyone became aghast: “An Immortal Emperor’s Fate Law!” 

Using an Immortal Emperor’s Fate Law to create a dao foundation was a privilege reserved to Immortal 

Emperor lineages. 

At this point, the Heavenly Prince and Zu Huangwu were completely different. Although they both used 

an emperor law, their styles were very distinct. Zu Huangwu’s body was covered in a blinding divine 

light. It was as if he was the light itself; with his extreme speed, it was as if even time would decay in his 

palm. 

On the other hand, Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan was wrapped in an azure radiance. When he took action, 

an azure fog enveloped the world. Inside this azure fog, a scene of a true dragon being born appeared. It 

ferociously roared and shattered the heaven and earth. A surging emperor’s breath appeared as if an 



Immortal Emperor was arriving while riding the beast, trampling on all things and forcing even the gods 

to submit in prostration. 

The two exuded the style of young Immortal Emperors with their far-reaching auras, instilling fear and 

deference to all spectators. 

Even Li Qiye’s supporters lost their colors. An emperor’s power was something that could not be 

resisted because everyone in the world knew that Immortal Emperors were invincible throughout the 

ages! 

“Only these two trivial Emperor Laws are insufficient!” Facing the pressure from two emperor laws, Li 

Qiye boldly laughed and said. At this time, he unleashed his Thousand Hands as three thousand small 

worlds were created in each of his palms. 

At this time, the Nine Worlds rose right behind Li Qiye. Gathering the protection of all the living 

creatures in the Nine Worlds, it was as if the essence of the Nine Worlds’ heaven and earth was 

channelled into Li Qiye’s body, and he could use their power as he pleased. 

“Boom!” After a deafening explosion, the sky shattered. Li Qiye alone blocked the attack from Zu 

Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan. The remnant emperor’s power swept through and destroyed 

the surrounding area. 

“Scram!” Li Qiye laughed and exclaimed. He swatted down his Thousand Hands. In just the blink of an 

eye, if was as if all three thousand small worlds were instantly annihilated, and then came the 

suppressive force of the Nine Worlds — majestic and boundless. 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan both became startled. In a flash, they both put on immortal 

armor and protected their bodies with many different laws in order to repel Li Qiye’s offense. At this 

second, they looked like True Gods that were capable of stopping the sky. 

“Bang!” After another loud explosion, a myriad of worlds was destroyed and the sky shattered. In just a 

second, thousands of miles of the sky was broken into pieces like shattered glass, resulting in an 

extremely spectacular scene. 

The prince and Zu Huangwu were struck by the annihilating strike from the three thousand small worlds, 

so they were shot flying away as they uncontrollably spun in the air. However, it had to be said that they 

were quite powerful for they were able to withstand this attack. 

“Impossible!” This occurrence shocked everyone, especially the disciples from the great powers. They 

felt as if their chests were just ruthlessly smashed by a hammer. 

Many Enlightened Beings and Ancient Saints from the last generation of the great powers couldn’t 

believe their eyes: “How could this be? Li Qiye is clearly only a Royal Noble!” 

A very old Demon Monarch gently sighed and said: “This is the monstrous characteristic of an Immortal 

Physique. Once one reaches minor completion, a wave of one’s hand would have a divine power capable 

of destroying and heaven and earth. Even though they could not activate the Inner Physique, the body 

itself would have been successfully tempered with a frightening divine trait. If a Saint Physique was one 

hundred times, or one thousand times stronger than a common physique, then one could say that an 

Immortal Physique was one hundred times stronger than a Saint Physique, or maybe even more...” 



“... He cultivates the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique — this is the heaviest one amongst the twelve. His 

physique had been recast, and even without using its Inner Physique, one strike with pure strength 

alone has the power of ten million pounds.” 

“Reaching minor completion at such a young age... This is still rare throughout history. Even if he is only 

a Royal Noble, he could still easily shake Ancient Saints.” 

The Demon Monarch lamented and was very envious of Li Qiye. And not only him, many others were 

envious of Li Qiye as well. 

Who on this earth didn’t want to cultivate an Immortal Physique Law? Who didn’t want to have one? 

However, they were rarer than Emperor Laws and even more difficult to cultivate! 

Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince couldn’t cultivate an Immortal Physique even though they came 

from Ancient Kingdoms. Although there were rumors that these Ancient Kingdoms also had Immortal 

Physique Laws, there was no news of someone successfully cultivating them. This meant that even 

though the Ancient Kingdom possessed these laws, they were incomplete. 

After seeing Li Qiye obtaining the upper hand with his Thousand Hands, someone was curious and 

asked: “I know about the Hell Suppressing Godly Physique, but what is Li Qiye’s technique?” 

Such a technique was no weaker than Emperor Laws. 

In fact, the Thousand Hands Against The Nine Worlds was not only on par with Emperor Laws, it was the 

defining technique of the Myriad Images True God. Only Heaven’s Will Secret Laws could compare to it, 

and ordinary Emperor Laws simply could not be a match. 

“Ordinary Emperor Laws won’t do.” Li Qiye smiled and shook his head, then he leisurely said: “Let me 

see your Heaven’s Will Secret Laws.” 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan looked at each other, then they finally released their Life 

Wheels. 

“Boom!” After a thunderous explosion, waves of blood filled the sky as blood energies rained down. At 

this moment, the two of them were awakened dragons. Their blood energies were strong and 

domineering, majestically increasing to an infinite volume like waves striking the shore, alerting the stars 

in the sky. Amongst the raging, bloody storm, even the stars started to fall down. 

“It is nice to be young.” An old undying hiding in the darkness couldn’t help but exclaim with admiration. 

It could be said that their blood energies were far from being as strong as a Heavenly Sovereign or a 

Heavenly King, but they were like the still-rising sun while already being comparable to the sun at the 

high noon. One could only imagine how powerful their blood energies would be once they reached their 

middle-ages. 

At this time, their Life Wheels appeared right behind their heads as if they were carrying two worlds. 

Like an ocean, their blood energies raised their Life Wheels. The inside contained Longevity Blood that 

was tempered by an immeasurable amount of energy that flowed like a river. 



One drop Longevity Blood gave ten thousand years of life; this single drop of Longevity Blood seemed to 

be tempered by ten thousand drops of blood energy. Other people saw an illusion of there were coiling 

dragons resting inside their Life Wheels. 

Chapter 323: Jingwei’s Azure Sun 

Something appeared to be moving inside Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan’s Life Wheel as everyone witnessed 

it turn into a boundless azure fog. At this time, the initially majestic Life Wheel that towered like a 

mountain had turned into a small azure sun. It had the sensation of being the most oppressive sun in 

this world as it spewed out an endless amount of azure energy! 

After a loud chirp, an azure bird started to fly around it as if it was nibbling on the Life Wheel. There was 

a sun in the sky along with the celestials, but all was shadowed under this supreme azure fog. 

Inside Zu Huangwu’s Life Wheel was a giant mountain. The moment the Life Wheel opened, it was as if a 

new world was established as an endless, blinding light illuminated the back of his neck. At this time, his 

Life Wheel had turned into something mystical, and everyone could see the giant mountain inside. 

The giant mountain was as black as iron with immense weight. It was as if it was suppressing countless 

gods and devils inside the Life Wheel. His Longevity Blood flowed around the mountain while his blood 

energy was stained with an indescribable evil presence. In just a second, this sky-flooding blood energy 

turned heavy; it was capable of piercing the heavens and crushing the earth as each strand of blood 

became incomparably powerful. 

An older cultivator from the Grand Middle Territory looked at the Longevity Treasure inside the 

Heavenly Prince’s Life Wheel and exclaimed in astonishment: “Jingwei’s Azure Sun!” [1. Jingwei is a bird 

in Chinese mythology. The more accurate translation would be Jingwei holding the Azure Sun in its 

mouth. I couldn’t find one term that would be “hold in mouth” without having the meaning of eating or 

chewing, so I just left that one word out.] 

Meanwhile, the Lion’s Roar Royal Lord saw Zu Huangwu’s Life Wheel and murmured: “Could it be that 

this is the Brilliance Ancient Kingdom’s Evil Subduing Mountain that had always been passed down?” 

Jingwei’s Azure Sun and Evil Subduing Mountain — all who knew their identities were startled! 

Although the role of Longevity Treasures was not as great as Life or True Weapons, they still had a 

power that could not be ignored. Jingwei’s Azure Sun is a Longevity Treasure that was once used by the 

legendary Immortal Emperor Qing Xuan. It was created from the life ring of a divine Jingwei, and it 

helped Immortal Emperor Qing Xuan sweep through the world during his youth. Later on, after 

accomplishing his grand dao, Immortal Emperor Qing Xuan abandoned it. 

The Evil Subduing Mountain also had a remarkable history. Cultivators in this world knew that Longevity 

Treasures were usually refined from the life rings of the Life Wheel, but rumor has it that Immortal 

Emperor Fu Mo of the Brilliance Ancient Kingdom refined a mountain into a Life Wheel. This treasure 

had always been inside the Brilliance Ancient Kingdom. 

“This is the true power of Ancient Kingdoms!” An older cultivator couldn’t help but sigh with envy. 

Immortal Emperor items were things that could only be obtained by a stroke of great fortune. Even 

Heavenly Sovereigns and Heavenly Kings would have an arduous time in obtaining Immortal Emperor 



items. These two, at such a young age, already had Immortal Emperor Longevity Treasures, so how 

could others not be jealous of them? 

“Ommmm--” With a buzzing sound, it was as if the Heaven’s Will was synchronized as the heaven and 

earth’s grand dao began to awaken; everyone felt the heavenly power. At this very second, it was as if 

the heavenly grand dao was being channeled as an endless stream of power appeared inside a divine 

light that basked Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince. 

This divine light that surrounded the two appeared to be creating its own heaven and earth with 

circulating stars as many existences were being created. The illusion of a whole new universe coming 

into being appeared inside the body of Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince. They took control of these 

worlds, and the heavens opened its path for them; the Heaven’s Will was within their grasps. 

In this instance, their strength was a source of dread for others. It was as if they were the new rulers and 

the judges of life and death, as if they were the ones with the Heaven’s Will. 

At this time, to the right of Zu Huangwu was Immortal Emperor Fu Ma, and to the left of him was 

Immortal Emperor Yao Guang. Fu Ma’s aura was as thick as iron while Yao Guang’s aura had an 

ephemeral softness. One side was heavy while the other side was soft, but both left and right were 

harmonious without any conflict. 

There was a giant dragon lying on top of Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan amidst the billowing azure fog. It 

created a frightening saber light as if it was born just for the Heaven’s Will. 

“One person with the arts of two emperors — truly incredible.” Even the most arrogant cultivators 

couldn’t help but lament after seeing the dual emperor arts from the Heavenly Prince and Zu Huangwu. 

Many devilish geniuses from the Sacred Era Hall were present, and they were quite emotional after 

seeing the current state of these two. Even the descendants from the Crouching Dragon Cliff and 

Rampaging Divine Mountain couldn’t hide their admiration. 

One body, two emperor arts didn’t mean that one person was cultivating the Emperor Laws of two 

emperors, it meant that this person carried two different Heaven’s Will Secret Laws at the same time. 

Heaven’s Wills varied depending on the era, so the Heaven’s Will dao of each Immortal Emperor was 

also distinct. Therefore, two different Heaven’s Will Secret Laws should not harmonize inside one 

person. 

However, since the immemorial ages, many heaven-defying geniuses were successful and cultivated two 

Heaven’s Will Secret Laws at the same time. 

“One is using Qing Xuan to strengthen San Dao, one is Fu Ma and Yao Guang flying together... It is 

unclear which one is stronger.” A predecessor expert commented after looking at the Heavenly Prince 

and Zu Huangwu. 

The Heavenly Prince used Immortal Emperor Qing Xuan’s Heaven’s Will Secret Law to grow Immortal 

Emperor San Dao’s saber. Zu Huangwu, on the other hand, was using the laws of both Immortal 

Emperor Fu Ma and Immortal Emperor Yao Guang together evenly. It was hard to tell which one was 

stronger. 



“It is time to end this!” Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan drily said. 

At this moment, a divine saber appeared above his Fate Palace; this saber integrated the azure essence 

into the saber’s light while exuding a chilling glow. 

Zu Huangwu wielded two divine rods, one as heavy as iron while the other as soft as a whip. The two 

rods came together like the combination of Yin and Yang. 

Both of them directly used their True Treasures; one had a saber while the other had dual rods. In order 

to unleash their strongest power, they must use their own True Treasures. The only exception would be 

if they had Emperor weapons! 

For any cultivator, to inherit a True Treasure from people who tread the dao before you would indeed 

give them a great power, especially low ranked cultivators who inherited Heavenly Sovereign, Heavenly 

King, or even Virtuous Paragon weapons. 

However, what belonged to another will never be one’s own. Inherited True Treasures could only exert 

twenty to thirty percent of their true power. For someone like Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince, 

they could attack Ancient Saints without borrowing anyone’s True Treasure. However, only with their 

own True Treasures would they be able to unleash the strongest attack from their dual emperor arts, or 

these emperor weapons themselves. 

“Kill!” Zu Huangwu roared like a qilin coming into being — tyrannical and ferocious, like a hungry tiger 

leaving the mountain. Everyone’s hearts started to beat faster while their legs quivered; the attack of 

the dual rods collapsed both Yin and Yang. 

The Heavenly Prince did not say a thing and directly slashed his saber. An emotionless sharpness that 

was capable of cutting everything in this world, including the heads of gods. 

If Zu Huangwu’s style was full of ferocity, then Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan’s was a severe and heartless 

style of killing. The saber glint suddenly flashed, rendering all horrified as if this blade was aimed at 

them. 

“Kill!” Li Qiye also cried a battle roar as his Inner Physique moved. At this time, the Hell Suppressing 

Godly Physique in the sky was capable of crushing all things; all laws were suppressed beneath his feet. 

His Thousand Hands raised up three thousand small worlds that were surrounding and protecting the 

Nine Worlds. The boundless energies from all existences poured into Li Qiye’s body. 

“Bang-- bang-- bang!” The three of them collided recklessly in just a split moment. All spectators lost 

their minds; this was finally a battle between geniuses. All other geniuses started to breathe faster; they 

thought that if it was them in this battle, they wouldn’t be able to handle any of the three. 

“Poof!” This terrifying battle consisted of domineering rods and an emotionless saber while Li Qiye used 

his body to block them, so he was at a great disadvantage. No matter how tough his godly physique was, 

the divine saber still managed to slash a wound that was deep to the bone. Although Zu Huangwu’s dual 

rods were not as sharp as the divine blades, they still managed to stop the Thousand Hands in the most 

tyrannical manner. 



“Bang!” Li Qiye was knocked flying away after using his body as a shield against two divine weapons. The 

Heavenly Prince and Zu Huangwu did not let Li Qiye go and immediately soared after him, using an 

invincible momentum to strike him once more. 

“Boom!” Li Qiye was struck again, and he slammed straight into the ground. The earth cracked and was 

stained with blood. 

“Not good!” Seeing this scene, the group of Chi Xiaodie became horrified and screamed. 

“Just a trivial matter, don’t worry.” Little Autumn shook his head and said: “Young Noble has not yet 

used his killing moves.” 

The Grand Era students also turned pale and shouted after seeing Li Qiye fall. 

Meanwhile, the disciples of the great powers happily applauded: “Haha, he alone dared to challenge 

two heavenly princes? Foolish thing, this is his fate!” 

“Rumble!” With debris and sand scattered away, Li Qiye soared up high before he landed on the ground. 

His blood-stained body consisted of some bone-deep wounds, but he was still full of vitality and had 

spirited eyes. 

“It is indeed an Immortal Physique. He’s actually capable of sustaining such blows. Even though the Hell 

Suppressing Godly Physique is not as impervious as the Indestructible Diamond Physique, it is still very 

tough.” Someone exclaimed after seeing how Li Qiye didn’t suffer any grave injury after such a beating. 

Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince looked at Li Qiye in shock. Even their Heaven’s Will Secret Laws 

couldn’t kill Li Qiye — his physique was too terrifying. Immortal Physiques were indeed physiques 

coveted by even Immortal Emperors. 

Legend has it that a Virtuous Paragon with a grand completion Immortal Physique could challenge 

Immortal Emperors. Today, it seemed that this was not a completely baseless rumor; it could very well 

be the truth. Otherwise, there wouldn’t be so many people wanting to cultivate it since the start of time. 

“It is a shame that my cultivation is still so shallow. This body cannot completely stop Heaven’s Will 

Secret Laws.” Li Qiye smiled and slowly said: “Who will let me borrow a sword and a saber?” 

“Senior Li, take them!” One Grand Era disciple immediately threw a sword and saber at Li Qiye; both of 

them were quite exceptional weapons. 

Li Qiye accepted the weapons. His right hand wielded the saber while his left held the sword. Then, Li 

Qiye mobilized his Thousand hands as well. 

“I also have a Heaven’s Will Secret Law.” He grinned and said. 

“Boom!!!” 

A divine light descended down from the heavens, and this blinding radiance landed on Li Qiye’s body as 

it exuded an endless amount of flames. At this time, the stars became circles of light that surrounded Li 

Qiye as the boundless, torrential power of the heaven and earth crazily entered his body. 

Chapter 324: Invincible Sword and Saber 



“Daylight Sky Immortal Secret! This is Immortal Emperor Min Ren’s Secret Law, the person who started 

the Emperors Era, the very first Emperor of his era!” A person emotionally sighed after seeing the divine 

flames soaring around Li Qiye. 

Although the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect no longer had any fame, Immortal Emperor Min Ren’s 

prestige still rang like thunder next to one’s ear. Many people were moved from seeing the Daylight Sky 

Immortal Secret. 

“Open!” Li Qiye’s scream was followed by a loud explosion. The three thousand small worlds and the 

Nine Worlds that were supported by his Thousand Hands behind him suddenly opened. Li Qiye — at this 

moment — was like a True God, accepting the worship from billions of existences. The blood energy of 

his followers was for his usage, and their beliefs strengthened his body. After becoming a True God, his 

cold gaze looked at the far distance and everything within his vision became supreme universal laws. As 

the Myriad Images True God’s defining technique, the Thousand Hands were not a joke. Li Qiye exuded 

the air of a True God and freely accepted the veneration from a myriad of beings! 

At this moment, Li Qiye’s Godly Physique ramped up to its maximum potential as his Inner Physique 

exuded an immortal light as if it was opening up a mythical world! 

All were shocked from Li Qiye using his Heaven’s Will Secret Law along with the heaven’s power to open 

the mysterious treasure of his Inner Physique. What was even more terrifying was that Li Qiye had 

pushed his Thousand Hands to a whole new level. 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan and Zu Huangwu looked at each other, and their killing intent became even 

stronger. Li Qiye’s Immortal Physique alone was already abhorrent enough, not to mention his 

mysterious True God technique. Since they considered Li Qiye to be their lifelong rival, they understood 

that since Li Qiye had shown his Heaven’s Will Secret Law, if they didn’t kill him now, then they would 

never have a carefree day again! 

“Kill!” Both of them screamed and soared forward to kill. Zu Huangwu utilized the arts of Immortal 

Emperor Fu Ma and Immortal Emperor Yao Guang with increasing mastery — one hand Yao Guang and 

the other Fu Ma. Fu Ma was able to suppress all things while Yao Guang putrefied all existences. The 

dual rods came together, breaking Yin and Yang and reversing the six dao. The two Heaven’s Will Secret 

Laws appeared to be so simple in the hands of Zu Huangwu. 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan, with his murderous intent, caused spectators to shudder when he activated 

Qing Xuan’s Secret Law that appeared to be an endless world. San Dao’s Secret Law became a sharp 

brilliance and combined with an actual divine blade that assumed the form of a life-and-death blade. 

One blade to slash down, turning everything into nothingness; even True Gods would be decapitated. 

“Much better!” Li Qiye crazily laughed and said while he stood proudly against two geniuses with dual 

emperor arts. He raised his sword and saber; suddenly, the sword turned white and saber turned black. 

In this instant, the gods were created — one black and one white in harmony. They generated an 

endless amount of life energy like a lotus in a muddy pond. Under the creation of the two gods, endless 

existences were created and formed a grand world. 

One sword creating one world — this was one of Li Qiye’s Trinity Swords, the Mortal Sword. 



Once this world — that was formed from the sword — lined up with the Thousand Hands’ Nine Worlds, 

they became a perfect and complete ten worlds. Under the ten worlds, all became insignificant as the 

ten worlds surrounded the offensive path of Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan. 

“Dual Imperial Summon!” Li Qiye’s attack shocked Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince, so both of 

them screamed out as they exerted the maximum power their Secret Laws could unleash. 

“Boom!” After a loud explosion, it was as if four Immortal Emperors had graced the world with their 

presence. Immortal Emperor Fu Ma and Immortal Emperor Yao Guang stood by Zu Huangwu’s 

shoulders. Immortal Emperor Qing Xuan placed his hands on Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan’s shoulders and 

used his invincible immortal power to protect him. As for Immortal Emperor San Dao, he personally 

wielded his divine saber to open the way for the prince. 

Countless legs turned weak with the appearance of four Immortal Emperors. Royal Nobles and 

Enlightened Beings were shivering uncontrollably with a primal fear since the aura of the Emperors 

suppressed their ability to breathe. 

“How could there be Immortal Emperors here?” This scene was too shocking; the appearance of four 

Immortal Emperors frightened even devilish geniuses. 

“No, they are only illusions created by the Secret Laws. They are not even Immortal Emperor wills.” 

Although they were only illusions, their divine powers still exceeded the three thousand worlds and 

suppressed the six dao. 

Li Qiye’s ten worlds could not suppress the four Immortal Emperors, but he gave a wide smile and 

declared: “Unfortunately, you all are mere illusions!” 

“Clangg clankk!” In just a second, an extremely heavy lock made from refined sunfire fell onto Li Qiye’s 

body. 

The moment this sunfire locked Li Qiye’s body, nine suns rose behind the nine worlds to his back; the 

sunlight illuminated the nine heavens and boiled the oceans. 

“Rumble!” 

The real sun in the sky poured down an endless stream of refined sunfire. This extremely refined sunfire 

could incinerate all things and scorch the earth. 

The nine suns behind Li Qiye devoured this endless sunfire. The moment they absorbed enough, they 

started to float around Li Qiye’s body. 

Nine Sun Locking Heaven Law — a supreme technique that was considered to be one of the strongest 

offensive techniques, and its true potential was revealed in the hands of Li Qiye. 

Seeing Li Qiye’s momentum becoming more and more powerful, the Heavenly Prince and Zu Huangwu 

shouted: “Go!” 

Their radiant Life Wheels and Longevity Treasures pushed their blood energies much higher as their arts 

became increasingly formidable. 



“Boom!” The two of them rushed out of Li Qiye’s ten worlds. 

“You want to run? There is no door for you to escape from!” The hovering nine suns and nine worlds 

were parallel and intertwined together. The power of the nine worlds and the endlessly refined sunfire 

entered Li Qiye’s body, causing his cultivation to soar. 

“Boom! Boom! Boom!” After three loud blasts, Li Qiye’s cultivation went from Royal Noble to 

Enlightened Being, then Ancient Saint, and finally Heavenly Sovereign. At this moment, a divine ring only 

found around Heavenly Sovereigns appeared around Li Qiye’s body. 

The Nine Sun Locking Heaven Law caused Li Qiye to temporarily enter the Heavenly Sovereign realm. 

Li Qiye slashed down his long sword like a descending meteor — an emotionless sword with unsparing 

murderous intent. One of the Trinity Swords, the Heavenly Sword. This unsympathetic sword pierced 

straight towards the Heavenly Prince. 

Then, the hymn of a saber filled the sky as a saber slashed horizontally. This saber slash gave birth to 

eight intents, and the eight intents turned into one dao, and one dao turned into eight dao that all 

appeared at the same time. Heaven, earth, True Gods, all existences... Everything appeared in this single 

blade. 

The Heaven Traversing Eight Saber was given to Chen Baojiao by Li Qiye. However, she had questions for 

him before, so he also conveniently practiced it. 

Rumor has it that the Martial Ancestor created the Heaven Traversing Eight Saber technique, an 

unbeatable saber technique from the Martial Ancestor’s era. However, the truth was that it had a 

different origin; it shared the same origin as the Tyrannical Immortal Saber. [1. Clarification, Martial 

Ancestor is also the Martial God back in the burial ground, one of the two people swindled by Li Qiye.] 

“Kenggg—” The Heaven Traversing Eight Saber and the Trinity Sword sliced down together. Heavenly 

Prince Qing Xuan used the protection of the two Immortal Emperors and brought forth his strongest 

blade technique to stop Li Qiye’s supreme blow. 

Meanwhile, Li Qiye used his Thousand Hands to pull the Nine Words True Bow. 

“Buzzz!” An arrow with the word “fighter” shot out. This arrow was a bow of the heaven and earth, and 

it carried the heavenly dao alongside its trajectory. Universal Laws began to form in front of the arrow 

tip — this arrow was surely unblockable. [2. The last arrow was the word soldier, and fighter is the next 

word.] 

Li Qiye spread out a different palm and small green grass quickly grew from his palm all the way up to 

the sky. These leaves quickly thrived into giant stars that were capable of shouldering the firmament, 

and they finally turned into a sword that slashed horizontally forward. Countless stars from the sky fell 

down as this severing sword headed straight for Zu Huangwu. 

Grass Sword Attacking Immortal Law — this technique came from Immortal Dao City and was traded 

inside the Heavenly Ancient Corpse Burial Ground. Xu Pei had it and had studied it with Li Qiye as he 

taught her its mysteries. 



Today, this art was performed by Li Qiye. One grass sword capable of annihilating the stars and the sky 

— extremely devastating. 

The word “fighter” traveled in the front while the grass sword followed at the back. Both were aimed at 

Zu Huangwu. 

Zu Huangwu didn’t dare to be careless; he used his dual rods to protect his face. Two Immortal 

Emperors — like an impenetrable fortress — blocked the world-destroying grass sword and the “fighter” 

arrow. 

Everyone was sent into a daze as they watched this spectacle. Li Qiye, with his Thousand Hands, were 

able to display many amazing skills while still maintaining their power — this was simply too hard to 

believe. 

However, they were also impressed by the dual emperor arts of Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing 

Xuan. Even under the crackdown of Li Qiye’s multiple great arts, those two were still able to hold on. If it 

was someone else, they surely would have been killed already. 

“Rumble!” In a short period of time, both sides recklessly competed in might. The Heavenly Prince, with 

his two Immortal Emperors’ protection, used the best saber skill with his divine saber to stop the Trinity 

Sword and Heaven Traversing Eight Saber. Zu Huangwu swung his dual rods while his two emperors 

sealed Yin and Yang like a fortress to stop the grass sword and the “fighter” arrow. 

One versus two! Li Qiye used the Daylight Sky Immortal Secret and the Nine Sun Locking Heaven Law to 

repress his two opponents. They were not easy foes with their dual emperor arts. Although Li Qiye’s 

offense was fierce, Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince fought on. They were in a stalemate, and no 

side managed to take it a step further. 

“Ommmm---” However, at this moment, an unbelievable thing happened. Li Qiye’s Inner Physique 

suddenly moved. Amongst all the explosions and dazzling lights, the Inner Physique left his body and 

suddenly flashed. 

“Boom, boom!” The horizon shook twice. The Inner Physique, with its ultimate speed, bumped against 

the air and unleashed two instantaneous blows. 

“Ahh—” Miserable screams resounded as Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan were slammed 

away. A terrifying bloody hole appeared on their chests. 

The two of them didn’t expect that at the most crucial moment, Li Qiye’s Inner Physique would activate 

and use an invincible momentum to shatter their defenses. Their dual emperor arts were occupied by Li 

Qiye’s four supreme arts, so his Inner Physique was free to pierce through their chests. 

Since their chest cavities were penetrated, the two of them retreated while their blood crazily spurted 

about. 

“This... This is too scary!” Seeing this scene, countless people were shivering in fear. Li Qiye was 

originally fighting against the two strong geniuses in a stalemate, but at the most opportune moment, 

his Inner Physique managed to break through. 



“An Immortal Physique is too formidable.” A pale, old royal lord murmured: “A person with an Immortal 

Physique, along with several supreme arts, is too frightening. Even dual emperor arts geniuses are still at 

a disadvantage!” 

Chapter 325: Emperor Weapons Appearing 

The two flew in the sky while their blood dyed the blue sky. All the spectators were quite shocked and 

speechless, including devilish geniuses and previous generation experts. 

These two were the contemporary heaven’s proud sons. Coming from Ancient Kingdoms with dual 

emperor arts, countless people thought very highly of them. Some even thought that they could open 

their own heavenly dao to eventually aspire for the Heaven’s Will! But today, their combined efforts 

were still no match for this boy. 

“Good, good strike!” The applause of the Grand Era students erupted like a raging geyser. At this 

moment, they felt quite proud. 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan were amongst the strongest in the Sacred Era Hall; even 

other devilish geniuses would feel pressured when in their presence. But today, both of them were 

constantly being suppressed by Li Qiye. This was a great honor and glory for the Grand Era Hall! 

“Hoh!” They exhaled. Even though Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince suffered a severe blow, they 

quickly soared back in a flash. With a sizzling sound, their pierced chests started to recover at an 

unbelievable speed. In the blink of an eye, the hole in their chests disappeared. If it wasn’t for the 

tattered and bloody spots on their robes, no one would believe that their chests were completely 

penetrated just a moment ago. 

“Truly dual emperor arts wielders, it is like they are unkillable!” Spectators took a deep breath after 

seeing this scene. 

Once a cultivator reached the Heaven’s Primal realm, they could refine their True Fates into a Heaven’s 

Will Primal Soul, allowing their True Fates to escape from their bodies. This way, even if their bodies get 

destroyed, they could still build a new one. 

However, the actual application of this was very difficult. Royal Nobles and Ancient Saints would have a 

hard time repairing their destroyed bodies. This was even truer for Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince 

since their chests were pierced by an Inner Physique. 

This could be considered a mortal wound since the divine power of an Immortal Physique would leave 

behind permanent damage to the body. 

Yet, the penetrated chests of these two were able to completely heal as if they were never hurt in the 

first place. If it was someone else who was wounded by an Immortal Physique, then not only would their 

body be hurt, their True Fate would also not remain unscathed. 

“Everything ends now!” At this point, Zu Huangwu crazily cried out like a furious dragon. This battle was 

extremely shameful to both of them. They were the heaven’s proud sons, the highest existences 

amongst geniuses. Today, despite their joint efforts, they were still trampled by Li Qiye, so what face 

was left for them? There would be no place in this world for them to stand unless they killed Li Qiye. 



“Rumble!” At this moment, the nine heavens and ten earths shook as all existences prostrated 

themselves on the ground. Countless experts were suppressed, and even Ancient Saints couldn’t stand 

straight. 

“An Emperor’s Weapon!” An Ancient Saint that had lived for more than ten thousand years exclaimed 

with a horrified and pale expression. Royal Nobles and Named Heroes soon bowed on the ground due to 

the invincible emperor’s aura. 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan both took out Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. Zu 

Huangwu had a battle rod that was capable of sweeping through everything in this world. The moment 

he swung it, the cry of a Black Tortoise resounded like a divine beast. The battle rod turned into a Black 

Tortoise, and then it seemed as if Immortal Emperor Fu Ma was sitting on top of this tortoise to 

suppress all gods and demon kings in this world. 

Black Tortoise Rod — this was the Life Treasure left behind by Immortal Emperor Fu Ma for the 

Brilliance Ancient Kingdom. Rumor has it that he went into an immortal ground and slayed a divine 

beast, the Black Tortoise. Then, he used its dao bone to craft this imperial rod. 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan, on the other hand, took out a very familiar weapon that had once appeared 

in the Heavenly Ancient Corpse Burial Ground, the Imperial Violet Hammer. 

The appearance of the two Emperor Weapons brought everything back to the primordial chaos. 

“Open!” Li Qiye screamed and unleashed all of his supreme arts to their utmost limit. At this moment, Li 

Qiye’s Life Wheel exploded with an endless ocean of blood. There was a sanguine moon and a golden 

sun in the middle, spinning around like the Taijitu. [1. Taijitu — Yin Yang circular symbol.] 

The boundless divine blood inside the Yin Yang Sea of Blood poured into Li Qiye’s dao foundation, 

causing it to radiate with a blinding glow. A Kun Peng blotted out the sky as Li Qiye’s nine divine rings 

increased to thirty-six rings to block the unstoppable attack from the two Emperor Weapons. 

“Boom!” 

The heaven and earth shattered, the void was destroyed, and the stars started to fall. This one blow 

caused the Eastern Hundred Cities to tremble. Countless universal laws as gigantic as stars soared up 

from under the academy’s ground to prevent the earth from sinking due to this blow. 

“Rumble!” 

Despite Li Qiye’s heaven-defying abilities, all was meaningless in the face of this attack. The sword and 

saber’s brilliance was annihilated, his Thousand Hands were broken, the grass sword moldered, and the 

nine suns plunged down. 

All became meaningless before this blow because they could not block an attack from Immortal 

Emperor Life Treasures. 

“Bang!” Li Qiye’s body slammed into the earth, creating a huge pit that was stained with his own blood 

as cracks began to split from the epicenter. 

The aura of the Immortal Emperors swept through the heaven and earth and suppressed all four 

directions as all the beings in the Eastern Hundred Cities became alarmed. At this very second, countless 



people from afar gazed towards the academy. Even the old undyings shivered in fear after they felt the 

supreme presence of Immortal Emperors. 

“Are they attacking the Heavenly Dao Academy right now?” One old undying shivered at the thought of 

someone using an Emperor Weapon to attack the academy. 

At this moment, the plains shattered and the earth became silent; everyone stood still in a daze. 

“This is impossible! Impossible!” Chi Xiaodie became pale as her legs went weak. Everything happened 

way too fast; Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan suddenly attacked with Emperor Weapons. It 

was already too late before anyone could react. 

The Grand Era students were exhausted. The aura of the emperors did not allow for them to stand 

straight. Many of them sat down on the ground while others lied flat. 

It shocked them that Li Qiye, who was easily fending off those two, couldn’t stop the unbeatable 

Emperor Weapons. Li Qiye was their pride, the symbol and star of the common cultivators. In the end, it 

was not his cultivation that lost to Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan. Instead, he was killed by 

Emperor Weapons. 

“Hahahahaha! He was just an ant yet he still dared to challenge the Tiger’s Howl School. What a foolish 

thing, an insignificant mayfly that tried to shake a giant tree!” 

“Look, this is your hero, this is all that he could do.” A prince from a powerful country laughed and 

mocked the Grand Era students. 

The Grand Era students could only glance at each other, holding onto their anger. Before the invincible 

aura of Emperor Weapons, all was powerless and they simply could not resist. 

“It is all over!” Zu Huangwu said with a deep tone. Both Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince heaved a 

sigh of relief. Li Qiye’s existence caused them to feel a great amount of pressure and unease. But now, 

after killing him, they were finally able to relax with the weight off their backs. 

“Over? This is only the beginning.” At a time when everyone thought the matter was settled, all of a 

sudden, a calm voice filled with an influential charm appeared. 

“Rumble!” Li Qiye got up from the ground; he was covered in blood with his flesh torn apart. He was like 

a broken vase with cracks everywhere. It was as if his body would instantly shatter into small pieces 

from just a slight touch. 

There was a terrifying crack on his head. However, he was still alive. 

“Clank!” The Inner Physique in Li Qiye’s chest once again exuded an immortal radiance. Divine chains, 

that appeared to be like needles, started to sew together the cracks on his body. Eventually, after a ding 

sound, the giant lock made from refined flames once again covered Li Qiye’s entire body as these strings 

of universal laws wrapped around his wounds. 

The Kun Peng inside his dao foundation spread its wings as the heavenly essence entered his body and 

treated his wounds. The ocean of blood in his Life Wheel poured Longevity Blood back inside as well to 

accelerate the healing process! 



An immortal light that was connected to the Heaven’s Will descended from the sky, and it illuminated 

his entire body without any signs of dimming. The Daylight Sky Secret Law was able to communicate 

with the heavenly grand dao, and he used its power to heal his wounds. 

“Aizz, although this physique is not as invincible as the Indestructible Diamond Physique, it can still 

endure this much. Healing one’s body is not something limited to people with dual emperor arts.” Li 

Qiye calmly spoke with confidence: “Unfortunately, your cultivations are too shallow. If you both 

actually had the power of Heavenly Sovereigns or were able to use twenty percent of the Emperor 

Weapons, then it might have been possible to defeat me. Only ten percent of the weapons’ power is not 

enough to kill me!” 

“The Immortal Physique!” At this point, both Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince lost their colors as 

they took a step back. With the Emperor Weapons, as long as they could unleash ten to twenty percent 

of its power, they could massacre all things! All Fate Laws, Longevity Laws, techniques... Everything 

became insignificant in the presence of Emperor Weapons. 

Thousand Hands Against The Nine Worlds, Nine Sun Locking Heaven Law, Heaven Traversing Eight 

Saber... In the end, all of these arts could not stop an attack from the Emperor Weapons and were 

rendered into dust! 

Chapter 326: Stealing Emperor Weapons 

However, at the last minute, Li Qiye still managed to survive. 

“The minor completion Immortal Physique!” At this time, no matter who they were, they could only 

mumble this in astonishment. The Immortal Physique had become a nightmare for all the spectators; it 

was truly the most dreadful technique. 

“Without forming one’s own heavenly dao, who in the younger generation could compete against his 

minor completion Immortal Physique?” Even royal lords and sect masters from the great powers were 

astounded. Today, they all finally learned just how terrifying an Immortal Physique was. 

Until now, the world had always preached the horrifying properties of Immortal Physiques, but very few 

people saw it with their own eyes. Today, everyone personally spectated its horrifying nature! 

“Yes! Come on, Brother Li! Defeat them! Tonight, all the girls will warm your bed!” At this moment, an 

unknown student from the Grand Era Hall loudly shouted. 

“Yes! This is my Brother Li!” Suddenly, the Grand Era students erupted with applause. They came from 

humble origins and since they were also part of the Grand Era Hall, Li Qiye’s time of honor was also 

theirs, and same with his moments of disgrace! 

“Yeah! Brother Li, defeat them! Then, you can pick any sister in the academy tonight. No, you can pick 

eight or ten of them!” The Grand Era students were roaring with cheers. 

Meanwhile, those from the Sacred Era Hall and Zenith Era Hall were silent, especially the Zenith Era 

students from the great powers who were just shouting at the top of their lungs. Those who showed 

great arrogance were now as pale as paper. 



After suppressing the Zenith Era students’ smugness, the Grand Era students finally heaved a sigh of 

relief and let go of the exasperation in their hearts. 

“It’s great that he is okay, truly wonderful...” Chi Xiaodie cried from happiness as her eyes were filled 

with tears. 

The group of Chi Xiaodao was also at ease. Li Qiye actually managed to perform a miracle and survived 

the attack of two Emperor Weapons. 

“Even a minor completion Immortal Physique is destined to perish today!” Zu Huangwu took a deep 

breath and solemnly declared. 

“Even a great divine immortal would not be able to save you today!” Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan added 

with a cold intonation. 

At this point, the two — once again — took out their Emperor Weapons with a serious expression. Once 

basked in the emperor’s aura, they became invincible gods. 

“Oh mother, they are about to attack with Emperor Weapons again, run!” A great character from a 

powerful country realized that both sides were about to go at it again, so he suddenly had a bad feeling 

and left with his disciples. 

Everyone understood that both sides were about to unleash their killing moves. Everyone was afraid of 

the two Emperor Weapons, so in just a moment, countless people escaped from the battleground and 

the academy to watch the fight from afar in order to avoid becoming collateral damage from the sky-

shattering battle. 

“Let us finish this!” Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan roared with determination. Their Life 

Wheels rose as their Emperor Weapons exuded a blinding brilliance. The Black Tortoise Rod unleashed a 

supreme and sacred Black Tortoise. It proudly stood on top of the earth; a beast that had once 

suppressed the devils and gods! 

The Imperial Violet Hammer’s purple energy filled the sky as runes began to move to form a sacred 

scripture. The immortal hymns opened an entrance to an immortal world, and it was about to use the 

power of this world to destroy its enemy. 

At this moment, the two weapons frantically sucked on the blood energy from Zu Huangwu and the 

Heavenly Prince. They turned pale and felt their strength being sapped from them. 

Immortal Emperor Life Treasures were much more powerful than Emperor Possessions. Life Treasures 

were also called Emperor Weapons. Although they were not as powerful as True Treasures, but outside 

of True Treasures, there was nothing else in this world more powerful than them. 

Both Life Treasures and True Treasures were everlasting; they could be used and passed down for many 

generations. However, controlling a Life Treasure was not an easy matter. In order to unleash a strike 

with Emperor Power, one must expend a great amount of blood energy, so ordinary people couldn’t 

control Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. 

“This ends now!” Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan screamed. They even spewed out their most valuable 

Longevity Blood without a care in order to channel the most powerful strike from their weapons. 



“Boom!” A blow descended, one that was much more powerful than the earlier attack. Countless 

universal laws rushed up from the academy’s ground, but they were destroyed by this attack as this 

piece of earth was completely annihilated! 

Countless people started to quiver in the Eastern Hundred Cities. 

“This... Are they trying to sink the academy?” An old undying stared at the academy from afar and 

murmured. 

Things began to quiet down on the battlefield, but all the spectators who were watching from the 

horizon were still holding onto their breaths. Their eyes opened wide in disbelief since they could no 

longer trust the scene displayed before them. 

Eventually, a person rubbed his eyes and incredulously murmured: “This is... Impossible!” 

At this moment, everyone witnessed an incredible sight. The two Emperor Weapons’ descent had been 

stopped. Li Qiye was holding a stone box; once he opened this box, an immortal light filled the sky, and 

it stopped the Imperial Violet Hammer and the Black Tortoise Rod. 

This stone box was the great treasure of the Middle Continent Ancient Kingdom, a supreme treasure 

that he traded for and obtained from the hands of Middle Continent Princess. 

Even Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan greatly changed their expressions. Two Emperor 

Weapons were stopped completely; what kind of treasure was this!? 

“My turn!” Li Qiye loudly laughed and said: “Just like you said, it is time for this to end.” 

A treasure then flew out from the stone box. 

It was a mirror. It was not bronze nor gold, not silver nor steel; the material was unknown. One half Yin 

and one half Yang, and this Yin and Yang combined together into two Yin Yang Fish that were swimming 

around nonstop. It was an immortal light that was shot from these fishes’ eyes that stopped the two 

Emperor Weapons. 

“Go!” Li Qiye was not conservative with his Longevity Blood as he spewed it into the mirror. 

“Omm----” The Yin Yang Fish flew out from the mirror with an aura capable of sweeping through the 

heaven and earth. 

“Boom!” A deafening explosion occurred. Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince, while wielding their 

Emperor Weapons, were struck flying away as their bones shattered. Both of them sprayed out a 

mouthful of blood. 

“Ommm--” Another unbelievable thing happened! The Yin Yang Fish turned into a Yin Yang whirlpool 

and sucked up the Imperial Violet Hammer and the Black Tortoise Rod. 

In an instant, the two treasures fell into Li Qiye’s hands, changing owners. 

In the deepest darkness in the sky, an old undying exclaimed in disbelief: “Impossible! This... this... is a 

treasure that had been lost for millions of years! How could it be in the hand of this Little Demon?” 



“The Yin Yang Refining Immortal Mirror! The bulwark treasure of the Middle Continent Ancient 

Kingdom!” Even some old undyings who had always been hiding in the darkness took a deep breath and 

said in amazement. 

Today, there were not only old undyings from the alliance who wanted to seize the academy, there 

were also a few undyings hiding outside just to spectate. 

To them, Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan taking out Emperor Weapons was nothing 

surprising because they had seen many storms and waves before. However, when Li Qiye took out the 

Yin Yang Refining Immortal Mirror, they were met with shock! 

This mirror had an extremely mysterious origin, and no one knew the exact details. It was the bulwark 

treasure of the Middle Continent Ancient Kingdom — one of the strongest Ancient Kingdoms during the 

Desolace Expansion Era! 

There was a saying during this era: If there were immortals in the heavens, then the mirror shall refine 

them. So one could already imagine how frightening this mirror was. 

Unfortunately, during the era of Immortal Emperor Tian Tu, he destroyed the Middle Continent Ancient 

Kingdom. Ever since then, the mirror was lost. Immortal Emperor Tian Tu himself had always been 

searching for this mirror during his era. [1. Tian Tu = Heaven Massacre, a very cool title.] 

“Return!” Seeing Li Qiye snatch away the two Emperor Weapons, the gravely wounded Zu Huangwu and 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan were horrified. They then spouted out mantras in order to call them back. 

They used a supreme chant in order to summon the Immortal Emperor Life Treasures in order to seize 

them back. 

“Ommmm—” The hammer and rod were vibrating as they struggled to fly out from Li Qiye’s hands. Li 

Qiye’s expression sank as he used a great technique to suppress the two Emperor Weapons as the Yin 

Yang Refining Immortal Mirror floated above his head. 

“Poof!” The Yin Yang Fishes’ eyes shot out immortal lights, one Yin and one Yang, into the two weapons 

and suddenly locked them. Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince couldn’t summon the weapons back 

because their treasures were completely sealed. 

“Now that they have fallen into my hands, don’t even think about resummoning them.” Li Qiye slowly 

spoke after he finished suppressing the two weapons. 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan were both furious and aghast. They couldn’t believe that Li 

Qiye’s mirror could suppress Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. Unless it was an Immortal Emperor True 

Treasure, nothing else in this world could suppress Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. Could it be that Li 

Qiye’s mirror was comparable to an Immortal Emperor True Treasure? 

“Even if you took them, it will only be temporary. Emperor Weapons have Emperor Locks; even if the 

Imperial Violet Hammer is in your grasp, you are still unable to use it!” 

Every Emperor Weapon had an Emperor Lock. This meant that the weapon was tied down to the 

Immortal Emperor’s bloodline — their descendants. Outside of the Emperor’s offspring or inheritor, no 

one else could use the weapon even if they had it in their grasp unless they had a heaven-defying 



method of bypassing the Emperor Lock, or if this Emperor’s heritage was destroyed. Otherwise, they 

were nothing more than scrap metal in the hands of outsiders. 

“An Emperor Lock cannot cause trouble for me!” Li Qiye revealed a cheerful smile and said. All of a 

sudden, he solemnly took out a bottle, then he dripped two drops of Longevity Blood onto the hammer 

and rod. 

“Snap!” At this moment, everyone heard the opening of a lock. The Immortal Emperor Universal Laws 

that were used to lock the weapons were suddenly released. 

The two Emperor Weapons emitted a bright light in Li Qiye’s hands as their Emperor Power became 

even more powerful! 

Chapter 327: Great Calamity 

“Dummm—” At this time, the Imperial Violet Hammer and the Black Tortoise Rod rang in resonance in Li 

Qiye’s hands. Their Emperor Power surged higher and higher; they were even more powerful than when 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan poured in their Longevity Blood. 

“Preposterous!” Seeing this scene, Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan became frightened and 

shouted. 

“Not good!” An old undying hiding in the darkness in the sky lost his colors and exclaimed. 

The group of undyings was alarmed when the two Emperor Weapons fell into Li Qiye’s hands. Initially, 

the Emperor Locks would have allowed for them to take the weapons back from Li Qiye whenever they 

wished. However, the situation had changed; Li Qiye was able to unlock the seals. This meant that the 

connection between the weapons and the emperors’ descendants and lineages was severed! 

An Emperor Lock served to tie the weapons to their respective lineages. As long as the lineages 

continued to exist, then no matter where the weapons went, there was a chance for the lineages to get 

it back. 

However, once the lock was released, this meant that from then on, the weapon belonged to someone 

else, and the lineages and descendants were no longer able to control them. 

The evacuees from the academy, who were spectating from a far away location, exclaimed in shock: 

“Impossible!” 

Even a Virtuous Paragon would not be able to open an Emperor Lock, let alone a junior like Li Qiye using 

only his Longevity Blood. This was simply a fantasy — an impossible thing. 

However, this impossible thing happened right before everyone’s eyes. Li Qiye used two drops of 

Longevity Blood to open two Emperor Locks and easily took over the Imperial Violet Hammer and the 

Black Tortoise Rod. 

Amidst the crowd’s astonishment and horror, they didn’t know that there was something hidden in the 

two drops of Longevity Blood. The two drops appeared to just be Li Qiye’s blood, but a bit before he 

took action, he used a sliver of Myriad Star Water and mixed it with his blood. It was just a little amount, 

not even a drop. 



However, a single drop of Myriad Star Water was a thing that even Immortal Emperors craved, thus it 

was not a difficult matter for it to unlock the seals when combined with Li Qiye’s two drops of Longevity 

Blood. The result flabbergasted everyone present. 

“Like you said, it is time to end this!” Li Qiye pointed his unsealed weapons towards Zu Huangwu and 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan. 

Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince recovered from their daze and quickly turned around to run in 

horror after seeing Li Qiye’s pose. 

“Boom!” A vast amount of Emperor Power from the two weapons slashed down. Zu Huangwu and 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan used all of their merit laws and treasures, but they couldn’t stop the 

onslaught. 

“Junior, you dare!?” At this moment, an enraged roar descended from the sky. A monstrous hand 

reached down, giving shivers to all the spectating cultivators; they felt like they were ants under its 

might. One could only imagine how frightening and powerful this hand’s owner must be. 

“Boom!” This monstrous hand that slammed down could not reach the academy because multiple 

defensive layers rose to stop this hand in the sky. 

“Ahh!” Miserable screams suddenly bellowed. They were from Zu Huangwu and the Heavenly Prince. 

They were very unwilling to accept their fate of being rendered into ashes by the Emperor Weapons 

since they had no chance of blocking this attack. 

This result was outside of everyone’s predictions. Zu Huangwu and Qing Xuan were proud geniuses of 

this generation with dual emperor arts, but they actually died to their own weapons. 

“Rumble!” The heaven and earth shook, followed by a collapsing sound. The academy’s vast territory 

started to crack as the mountains and rivers began to split apart. The divine halls and ancient temples 

began to fall. In just a split second, it was as if a cataclysm had befallen this place. 

“Is this due to the attack from the Emperor Weapons?” The spectators, who were perplexed due to the 

deaths of Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan, suddenly screamed in fear. 

“No, the academy’s catastrophe is approaching. Everything finally split apart.” 

“It is time!” In the deepest and darkest part of the horizon, an ancient and cold voice declared. 

“Boom!” The sky suddenly split apart as an invincible aura approached. It was as if True Gods were 

tearing the firmaments apart in order to descend to the mortal world — to put an end to the academy. 

“Your Heavenly Dao Academy ignored the students, allowing them to kill and steal the Immortal 

Emperor Life Treasures of others — what is this offense?” An ancient and authoritative voice came from 

the sky. 

The cultivators who escaped outside of the academy heard the thumping of their hearts. Many older 

cultivators glanced at each other and knew that this declaration was only an excuse. The catastrophe 

has arrived, and many people were finally tempted to maneuver in order to seize the academy. 



Having heard this, many Grand Era students felt indignant. Everyone saw — with their own eyes — that 

Zu Huangwu and Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan wanted to kill Li Qiye, but this character in the sky was now 

twisting black and white! 

“Gentlemen and Fellow Daoists, please go back to where you came from.” At this point, the Sacred Era 

Hall Master appeared and said in a serious manner: “The academy will handle its own matters.” 

“Handle? This is your way of handling things?” The voice from the sky rang again: “If your academy does 

not give an acceptable explanation today, then this matter will not be waived!” 

“If Fellow Daoists do not leave, then don’t blame our academy for raising our blades!” The Sacred Era 

Hall Master gravely replied. 

In the Eastern Hundred Cities, the academy’s status was no less than that of the Eternal River School. It 

had surpassed countless winds and waves; since when had it ever been threatened by others? 

“So your Heavenly Dao Academy has indeed succumbed to the evil path.” An emotionless and vindictive 

voice spoke: “Today, we will erase this evil for the Eastern Hundred Cities!” 

“Boom!” At this moment, the sky was torn apart. A divine altar appeared above the Heavenly Dao 

Academy. It was extremely mystical and blocked even the heavenly divination. Even the strongest 

experts who opened their heavenly eyes could only faintly see people standing above the altar, and it 

was not just one person. The most terrifying thing was that they were all wielding invincible weapons 

with the most murderous kind of air. 

“Emperor Weapons!” Even though the divine altar eluded the heaven’s eyes, they couldn’t completely 

hide their auras when all the old powerful undyings held invincible weapons. 

“No, there are not only Emperor Weapons but also Immortal Emperor True Treasures!” The escapees 

turned pale as they all fled as far away as possible from this battlefield. 

“Rumble!!” The divine altar unleashed an endless amount of sacred aura like the waves from the stomp 

of an Immortal Emperor. 

“Slam! Slam! Boom!” The defensive layers of the academy could not stop the sacred power from the 

divine altar and started to collapse. 

At this minute, even those far away were suppressed by the altar’s invincible aura. Ancient Saints, 

Heavenly Sovereigns, and even Heavenly Kings were oppressed down to the ground for this unrivaled 

presence was unstoppable. Its power was explosive like the return of an Immortal Emperor or a True 

God. The academy’s defensive layers that had withstood numerous attacks in the past shattered like 

pieces of paper. 

“Boom!” In the end, one last attack fiercely slammed into the academy’s ground. One hundred thousand 

miles were instantly annihilated. Even countless gigantic universal laws and locks from the ground 

beneath the academy were destroyed by this unbeatable attack. 

These attacks not only rendered the academy helpless, but even the entire Eastern Hundred Cities were 

shaken. Under this peerless offense, the Eastern Hundred Cities was like a tiny boat amidst a torrential 

storm and could capsize at any second! 



Today, countless existences cowered in fear and prostrated on the ground. Several Immortal Emperor 

Life Treasures flew out, and not just one Immortal Emperor True Treasure was summoned. This was a 

sign of the destruction of the heaven and earth. 

“Is this the end of the Heavenly Dao Academy?” An undying in the Eastern Hundred Cities who was 

reluctant to enter these muddy waters exclaimed in horror with his eyes wide open. 

“Not just one Life Treasure, and not just one True Treasure!” Seeing this scene, many cultivators that 

had pulled out of the academy were frightened into a stupor. 

This was too horrifying; one Life Treasure was already powerful enough, but True Treasures were even 

more terrorizing. This was a fate weapon capable of exerting an Immortal Emperor’s battle prowess. 

However, these weapons had always been the sect-protecting treasures of Immortal Emperor lineages; 

they would not be easily summoned. Today, there was more than one here, clearly indicating that 

someone wanted to destroy the academy! 

“Ommm—” A door opened on the altar that was floating in the sky as shadows jumped down into the 

academy. These shadows hid from the heaven’s divination so no one could see their true appearances 

nor backgrounds.  

When they descended to the ground, they immediately ran to the deepest corners of the academy 

where the greatest amount of treasures and manuals were hidden. 

“Defend!” The elders, high elders, and the hall masters that had been keeping silent suddenly appeared 

to protect the divine halls of the academy’s ancestral ground. 

“Boom! Boom! Boom!” Explosions came in waves as the halls that contained the most precious manuals 

and treasures of the academy erected their own defensive lines and universal laws to seal the sky. 

Chapter 328: Blood Stains The Academy 

“Kill!” Many elders, protectors, and high elders began to fight against the shadows from the sky in order 

to protect the academy’s treasures! 

In just an instant, blood splashed in the air along with shrill screams. Treasures flew around in the air to 

slay their enemies; blood stained the ground red as corpses fell from the sky. 

“It’s the same as with the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect!” Seeing this scene, the escaping cultivators 

quietly whispered. 

In the past, when the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect was defeated by the Heavenly God Sect, outside of 

the rumors of its own decline, there were signs that other Immortal Emperor lineages had a hand in this 

matter. 

Rumor has it that at that time, someone covered the heaven’s divination so no one knew which 

Immortal Emperor lineages took part in the conquest of the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect. 

“I’m afraid the academy will repeat the tragedy that the Cleansing Incense Ancient Sect experienced!” 

Seeing this scene, someone couldn’t help but lament with a sigh. Some people graduated from the 

academy, but they couldn’t do anything in this situation. Against the suppression of several Immortal 



Emperor Life Treasures and more than one True Treasure, and not to mention the numerous old 

undyings hiding in the shadows, even if a Heavenly King were to rush in, it would be equivalent to 

suicide. 

“Stop struggling with your last breath!” An ancient voice came from the divine altar. Suddenly, an 

Emperor Light slashed down and destroyed the defense of one of the divine halls. 

“Boom!” Dozens of protectors and even the Grand Era Hall Master, who were protecting the divine hall, 

died on the spot. 

“Hall Master!” Seeing as how the hall master was instantly killed, many Grand Era students cried out 

with grief and hatred. 

The Grand Era Hall Master was very friendly; he taught the dao and dispelled all of their questions, but 

today, he died in the hands of the enemy. 

Some students hated themselves for not being able to pounce forward to exact their vengeance. Under 

the suppression of the floating divine altar, those with a weak cultivation like them could not even stand 

up. They were completely immobilized by its invincible aura. 

“Boom!” The divine altar slashed down with another supreme blow to a sacred peak, revealing an old 

temple. 

“The Ancient Desolate Temple! It truly is here!” Seeing this old temple, a gigantic hand reached out from 

the divine altar, wanting to grab it. 

The divine altar consisted of more than just one Life and True Treasure, and it was personally controlled 

by a group of undyings. Another supreme slash soared out from the altar towards the academy’s peak. 

Inside this peak, a tiger that towered more than one hundred meters jumped out; it was a beast 

protector tasked to guard the academy’s treasures. 

“Graooo!” This gigantic tiger jumped out with a roar as it pounced towards the divine altar. However, 

the blow from the altar came down and immediately killed the tiger after it let out a miserable scream. 

The crack in the peak revealed a mine that exuded blinding divine lights. This was a divine steel ore — 

extremely precious. It could even be considered priceless! 

“Cloud Immortal Steel, take all of it!” The command came from the altar. Then, more shadows jumped 

down from the sky to rush to the ore in order to steal the items. 

“Boom!” A True Treasure attacked a huge river. A Flood Dragon rushed up, but it was still killed. This 

huge river was split apart, and inside was an ancient sacred monolith. 

“I’ll fight till my last breath!” The elders and protectors from the academy defended their ancestral 

ground with determination, but they still could not stop the altar from above. Who knew how many old 

undyings — with their Emperor Weapons — were inside? At this moment, the academy could not hold 

back the enemy’s offense. 

In a short period of time, the academy’s force kept on retreating deeper and deeper inside. The enemy, 

with their divine altar opening the way, had many shadows running out to seize treasures. 



“Don’t go too far!” While the elders of the academy were retreating, a roar emanated from the deepest 

part of the academy. 

An old man trod on the air as his body was surrounded by lightning. Thunderous crackles appeared as 

these lightning bolts intertwined together; it was as if he was the God of Thunder. 

The cultivators who stood outside, with hearts that yearned to help the academy but were powerless, 

became ecstatic when they saw this old man. 

“Ancestor Lei!” [1. Lei means thunder, surprise.] 

A cultivator couldn’t help but happily murmur after they saw this old man: “Ancestor Lei and Immortal 

Emperor Ta Kong were from the same generation. Maybe the academy can still be saved!” 

“Kill!” Ancestor Lei appeared and opened a realm of lightning; countless lightning bolts struck down 

towards the divine altar. 

“Old Man Lei, you are not enough!” The divine altar exuded three waves of invincible Emperor Power. 

No one knew the origin of these three Immortal Emperor Life Treasures, and no one knew which old 

undyings were controlling them. 

“Boom!” The three invincible waves annihilated the realm of lightning, and Ancestor Lei spewed out 

blood as he was knocked back into the academy’s depths. 

“This land should change owners. Your Heavenly Dao Academy has occupied this land for too long. This 

Heavenly Ancestral Vein no longer belongs to your academy!” A domineering and vicious voice came 

from the divine altar. 

No one knew who this was because the divine altar hid all the heaven’s divination. 

“The academy is done for!” A few cultivators who came from the academy couldn’t help but turn 

deathly pale. 

Outside of the academy, eyes were rolling with varying intents. Before, most of the students from the 

five great halls had left the academy. Some of them were flashing with anger while others were deep in 

thought; there were all kinds of different feelings. 

When the academy’s ground fissured, even the Grand Era students who were staying behind had to 

evacuate; only Li Qiye was left. Under his order, the group of Chi Xiaodie quickly left; only Sikong Toutian 

and Little Autumn remained by his side. 

The truth was that even if Li Qiye wanted to leave the academy, his enemies would not let him. Many 

indiscernible shadows dressed in black left the altar and surrounded Li Qiye. 

“Kill them!” Li Qiye, Sikong Toutian, and Little Autumn boldly met them. With the two Emperor 

Weapons in his hands, Li Qiye was like a furious Fiendgod. The sweeping of these Life Treasures signaled 

the start of a downpour of blood. 

“Oh grandma, it feels so good to kill!” Little Autumn loudly cried. Its mud cannon opened, and it had the 

Fragmented Realm Spatial Disk on its body. This disk greatly increased the power of the cannon. It 

shelled out a shot and a group of black-clad men disappeared. 



Sikong Toutian was also quite amazing. His wooden puppets crazily rushed into the group of enemies 

without any fear. 

While the trio was massacring indiscriminately, the divine altar shot out many invincible Emperor 

Weapons that could cross time itself and annihilated all things. No one could stop its advance, and a 

voice came from above: “Junior, don’t be arrogant!” 

“Boom!” A deafening explosion appeared. Li Qiye used his two Emperor Weapons to block the strike, 

but he was still blown away while spraying out blood. 

“An Immortal Emperor Life Treasure!” Li Qiye’s eyes narrowed as he gazed towards the altar, slowly 

uttering these words. 

“Junior, surrender the Emperor Weapons and all of your techniques, including the Immortal Physique 

Law. Only then shall your life be spared!” A voice descended from the altar. 

“Go!” Li Qiye called out the Tetra-War Bronze Chariot and escaped with Little Autumn and Sikong 

Toutian. 

“There is no place for you to hide even at the ends of the earth!” A chill-inducing voice came from the 

altar. Then, an invincible Immortal Emperor Life Treasure flew forward with an unstoppable momentum. 

“Activate!” Li Qiye screamed. The two Emperor Weapons blocked the front of Li Qiye to ward off the Life 

Treasure, but they couldn’t stop him from spurting out even more blood. 

“Senior Li!” The Grand Era students who already withdrew couldn’t help but gasp and scream after 

seeing this scene. The more capable ones wanted to rush up to help, but the academy was already 

sealed by the divine altar — outsiders could not enter. 

“Junior, be smart. It is not too late to surrender. Otherwise, you will suffer a fate worse than death!” The 

voice from the altar emanated across the entire academy. The opponent did not wish to instantly kill Li 

Qiye since they desired his secret techniques. 

No one knew how many Life and True Treasures there were. Outside of the one that suppressed Li Qiye, 

another one swept across the academy and pushed towards the deepest part of its ancestral ground. 

Li Qiye wielded his Emperor Weapons and activated his techniques to fight while retreating at the same 

time. In just the blink of an eye, Li Qiye retreated to the academy’s entrance where the stone tablet that 

was engraved with the names of countless wise sages was located. 

This was the stone tablet that symbolized the academy’s glory. All the powerful existences who 

graduated from the academy left their names on this tablet. Immortal Emperor Ta Kong, Immortal 

Emperor Hao Hai, the Martial God, Lion Monarch Ba Xian... 

Li Qiye fled to this tablet and then suddenly stopped. Although he was bloody, his spirit remained 

radiant with high hopes! 

After seeing the divine altar reaching the deepest part of the academy, Li Qiye smirked and slowly said: 

“Old Farts, it is time for me to massacre all of you!” 



“Strong words. Junior, I shall ruin you first and then take your techniques!” Although the altar was very 

deep into the academy’s ground, this distance to them was still within reach! 

“It is time to close the gate to beat the dogs!” Li Qiye loudly screamed. 

“Omm—” At this moment, waves of immortal light shot out from the academy’s deepest area. Each of 

these immortal light streaks was like a divine sword that was capable of slaying the heavens itself! They 

were filled with murderous breath. The moment these lights turned into swords, others felt that this 

was a grisly scene; it was as if these immortal swords had once drunk the blood of immortals. 

“Ommm—” The hymn of these swords resounded to the nine heavens. In this second, a monstrous 

sword formation appeared inside the deepest area, and it sealed the ancestral ground’s core. Even the 

altar that was powerfully forcing its way in was trapped by this sword formation. 

“The God Punishing Formation! You all still have this formation!?” An emotional cry came out from the 

altar. 

Then, a different emotionless voice appeared as well: “Even the God Punishing Formation is not 

enough!” 

“Boom!” One moment later, the seven Immortal Emperor Life Treasures and two True Treasures 

combined together into one unit in an instant. 

Chapter 329: A Scheme To Bury All Enemies 

Two True Treasures and seven Life Treasures... In a split moment, everyone knew exactly how many 

Emperor Weapons the enemies on the altar brought. 

Once these weapons combined their power into one, countless strange images appeared in the sky. 

There was an Immortal Emperor punishing the heavens and True Gods breaking the universal laws, 

causing the heavens to fall... 

The appearances of these images caused the Mortal Emperor World to tremble. Many old undyings 

opened their eyes inside their coffins; even the sealed ones were stirred awake. 

“Is this the end of the Heavenly Dao Academy?” After sensing this invincible power, an old undying that 

had lived for many years couldn’t help but murmur. 

Could the academy actually withstand such an attack? No matter how powerful it was, surely it would 

become ashes after this strike! 

There were more than ten undyings with two True Treasures and seven Life Treasures — this was an 

unbeatable offense, so what could actually stop this? 

“Clang clank clank...” The sword hymns resonated throughout the entire sky as the God Punishing 

Formation unleashed its maximum potential. One sword swept by and rendered countless stars into 

dust. The opening of this sword formation could even refine the nine heavens and ten earths. Before 

this formation, any expert, no matter how powerful they were, would still be wiped out. 

“Rumble!” The two sides collided as the Emperor Power tried to shake the sword formation that took 

the form of one sword. The towering sword began to dim down. Even though it was an incomparably 



powerful formation, it could not garner any advantage against the offense of so many Emperor 

Weapons. 

“The Heavenly Dao Academy is not a place for all of you to trespass as you please!” While the divine 

altar side — with the Emperor Weapons — was winning, a loud cry came from the sky. 

“Ommm—” Near the nine firmaments, everything suddenly turned red by the academy as if the heavens 

itself was being boiled. In the deepest part of the academy’s ancestral ground, an extremely gigantic 

whirlpool appeared and immediately incinerated the sky. 

At this time, everyone clearly saw seven old men appear on the horizon. These old men were extremely 

withered and old; it was apparent with a single glance that they were ancestors who were sealed for 

many years. Their lifespan had already dried out, and they were on the verge of death. But even so, 

their remaining blood energy was still enough for them to traverse this world; they were able to chase 

after the mysterious underworld below and the jade heaven above. Each of these old men had the 

ability to catch the stars, refine the six dao, and rule over the eight desolaces. 

The seven old men all held onto a gigantic cauldron that was capable of refining the heaven and earth. 

The moment this cauldron opened its mouth, not to mention all existences, but even time and space 

were refined. Under the control of the seven ancestors, the cauldron emitted a boundless amount of 

divine power. Even True Gods would have to retreat against such might. 

“Seven Ancient Ancestors, shouldn’t you all be trapped by the Realm God!?” Seeing these old men, a 

decrepit voice exclaimed from the altar. 

“Refine!” However, the seven old men ignored this inquiry. The great cauldron poured down an endless 

stream of divine flames to refine the altar. These flames even suppressed the combined might of the 

Emperor Weapons. 

“Clank!” Once the divine altar was suppressed, the God Punishing Formation’s sword light became 

brighter and more powerful, and it went on to counter attack the altar. 

“Chaos Cauldron!” It was not just the mysterious opponents on the altar, even several old undyings who 

were hiding in the darkness to spectate were left aghast the moment they saw the cauldron that was 

controlled by the seven old men. 

“Chaos Cauldron!” Many old undyings buried beneath the Eastern Hundred Cities woke up and escaped 

from their seal after feeling the divine power of the endless flames. One of them emotionally said: 

“Rumor has it that the academy had lost the Chaos Cauldron many generations ago.” 

The Chaos Cauldron was the sect-protecting treasure of the academy, and its origin was very primitive 

and mysterious. Some guessed that it came from the Legendary Era and it held an unfathomable power. 

In the Mortal Emperor World, during the darkest and most arduous era, the Chaos Cauldron was the 

reason why the academy managed to persevere. 

But later on, there were reports stating that the academy had lost the cauldron. Since then, it never 

appeared again and the world no longer witnessed its shadow. 

Today, the Chaos Cauldron suddenly appeared once more. The undyings, whether they were 

participating in this battle or not, all felt an uneasy sensation. 



“Seven Ancient Ancestors, this is a trap!” A spectating old undying coldly said. 

The Heavenly Dao Academy had many older generations, like Ancestor Lei, someone who was an old 

undying of the same era as Immortal Emperor Ta Kong. However, existences like him were not the most 

frightening ancestors of the academy. 

Legends say that the academy sealed seven extremely terrifying existences. Their lifespan had depleted 

and they could die at any moment; they were known as the Seven Ancient Ancestors. 

Before the academy faces absolute destruction, they would not appear due to their depleted lifespan. It 

was very likely that they would meet their ends. 

Not long ago, the old undyings in the anti-academy alliance had spied on the academy. They found that 

the academy was splitting apart because of the Realm God turning mad. In order to stabilize the Realm 

God, all seven Ancient Ancestors couldn’t afford not to appear. However, not only did they fail, they also 

became trapped by the Realm God in a different dimension! 

Because of this, the alliance then mustered up the courage to take action the moment the academy had 

finally split in order to destroy and steal the academy’s resources. 

However, after seeing the seven ancestors’ appearance today, along with the long-lost Chaos Cauldron, 

even the most foolish person would understand that this was a trap planned by academy to bring in 

those with malice. 

“Old Man Zhongli, you tricked us!?” The hoarse voice appeared once again from the divine altar, and it 

was angrily directed at Zhongli, one of the seven Ancient Ancestors. 

“Go!!!” Another voice shouted. The divine altar was no longer dominant against the God Punishing 

Formation and the Chaos Cauldron. Because of the heaven’s ancestral vein of the academy along with 

its extremely dense worldly essence fueling the God Punishing Formation and the cauldron, the divine 

altar was now at a disadvantage. 

“Bang!” The seven Life Treasures and two True Treasures — with their combined power — no longer 

attacked the depths of the academy; instead, they tried to escape. At this point, they ignored those who 

were dressed in black, the ones who were trapped in the sword formation. 

“Boom!” Once the nine Emperor Weapons that were controlled by the old undyings wanted to escape, 

even the God Punishing Formation could not stop them — it was just a matter of time. 

“Since you have arrived, don’t even think about leaving.” Seeing the divine altar breaking the formation 

to escape, Li Qiye’s words suddenly appeared. 

“Pluff Pluff Pluff!” At this moment, an endless amount of sacred light covered the entire academy like a 

shell encompassing the world. 

At this time, an unbelievable thing happened. Li Qiye carried a huge tablet behind him. 

At the academy’s entrance, there was a huge stone tablet engraved with the names of many wise sages. 

Graduates from the academy, once renowned throughout the world would come back to leave behind 

their names. This stone tablet was the symbol of the academy’s glory! 



Immortal Emperor Ta Kong, Immortal Emperor Hao Hai, the Martial God, Lion Monarch Ba Xian... All of 

these names reverberated throughout the world, and a few names were too ancient to even be traced. 

For generations, many cultivators only knew that this stone tablet was a symbol of glory, but today, an 

extremely strange matter occurred. 

The stone tablet that was carried on Li Qiye’s back exuded an endless amount of sacred light that 

contained a marvelous holiness that repelled all laws. This sacred light then caged the academy. 

However, this was not the most shocking and horrifying part. The ancient names on the tablet emerged 

one after another... and figures came out from these names. 

Each of these figures stepped out with a proud presence that contained an eternity of invincibility. 

Everyone saw an illusion of a Heavenly Dragon, the Sea God, Immortal Emperor Ta Kong, and many 

others; they were now standing in the academy’s sky. At this moment, these immemorial gods came 

back to life to protect the academy. 

Once these figures stood in the academy’s sky, its defensive line became firm. This defense was capable 

of blocking a myriad of heavenly armies and trapping all the demons and devils. No matter the type of 

offense, none would be able to pierce the defensive line created by these figures. This was an extremely 

ancient defense, one that was capable of stopping both external and internal attacks. 

“Impossible!” Needless to say about the dazed outsiders, even the elders and protectors of the academy 

were dumbfounded. They never knew that this stone tablet had such an effect; until recently, they only 

thought that it was just a glorious symbol. 

However, today, everyone realized that this tablet was not so simple. All of these invincible beings did 

not only leave behind their names, but also their marks and universal laws! 

Chapter 330: Perimeter Of The Wise Sages 

At this moment, countless people prostrated on the ground, including those who were not suppressed 

because they saw some of their ancestors amongst the figures! Seeing their shadows, they were lost in 

the glory of their ancestors! 

Witnessing the figure with lion-like golden hair, the Lion’s Roar Royal Lord, Chi Xiaodie and Chi Xiaodao, 

and all the other disciples from the Chi Clan and the Lion’s Roar Gate prostrated on the ground as they 

emotionally cried out to their ancestor: “Great Ancestor!” 

Seeing their brave and noble appearances, anyone could imagine how invincible and majestic they used 

to be when they traversed the world while wearing a proud smile! Tears came out as so many of the 

spectators were excited from reminiscing of the past. 

“The perimeter of the Wise Sages will end everything!” Li Qiye carried the stone tablet while being 

surrounded by the sacred light. He then placed the tablet down and put his hands together to form a 

seal. Changing the heavens and moving the earth... Everything started to change. 

“Boom!” These invincible figures moved their hands and shrouded the sky. Whatever Li Qiye’s seal 

pointed at, these huge invincible hands followed and suppressed that direction. 



“Open!” The old undyings on the divine altar roared. However, against these invincible hands, even 

when they sacrificed their Longevity Blood, they couldn’t open a path. These monstrous hands 

represented the invincible will of these existences. Since the start of time, how many invincible 

characters came from the academy? 

“Boom!” The divine altar collapsed after a deafening explosion. The seven Life Treasures and two True 

Treasures showed up again, along with eleven old undyings. 

They were connected together via the divine altar as it concentrated all of their blood energies to 

condense the unbeatable power of the nine Emperor Weapons. Now, the divine altar was broken, so the 

old undyings were no longer in unison. 

“Boom!” The nine weapons, along with the eleven old undyings, were pushed back into the God 

Punishing Formation and the refinement of the Chaos Cauldron. 

“No!!!” Unwilling screams resounded. Without the altar, they could no longer join together so the 

power of the nine weapons greatly decreased. The old undyings were trapped inside the formation that 

was fueled by the maximum power of the Emperor foundation beneath the academy. In the sky, the 

Chaos Cauldron was also refining while the oppressive palms from the wise sages continued their 

assault! 

Even the weapons could not shield the old undyings any longer. In just a moment, they turned into a 

mist of blood all over the sky. 

“Clank!” The emperor weapons also cried out since they suffered a harsh attack as well. 

Inside the formation, cauldron, and the Perimeter of the Wise Sages, Old Daoist Peng came out from 

nowhere. 

“Come here my treasures!” He took out a magical pouch and shouted, intending to take away the seven 

Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. 

“Lock!” Li Qiye also loudly uttered. The Yin Yang Refining Immortal Mirror floated above Li Qiye’s head 

while the Yin Yang Fish jumped around. Two immortal lights, one Yin and one Yang, suppressed the two 

Immortal Emperor True Treasures. Li Qiye also wanted to take in these two True Treasures. 

True Treasures were many times stronger than Life Treasures for they were directly involved with one’s 

Fate and Life. Plus, these were Immortal Emperor True Treasures! 

“Rumble!!” However, at this moment, the two True Treasures suddenly exploded like the awakening of 

Immortal Emperors. The two opened up the heaven and earth and tore the fabric of space itself. 

“Omm—!” The two True Treasures carried along four Life Treasures and jumped through the void, 

disappearing in the blink of an eye. 

Li Qiye wanted to control them, but it was too late. He could only watch as the True Treasures escaped 

with four Life Treasures. 

“Crash!” Old Daoist Peng was a lot luckier than Li Qiye; his magical pouch managed to grab three 

Immortal Emperor Life Treasures. 



“This guy is too clever.” Li Qiye revealed a forced smile and said. He was too greedy; if he used the 

mirror on the Life Treasures, then he could have taken one or two of them. However, it was not possible 

for the True Treasures. True Treasures were the fate weapons of Immortal Emperors, so they were a 

hundred times more difficult to suppress. 

Next, the God Punishing Formation disappeared, and the seven Ancient Ancestors also disappeared with 

the Chaos Cauldron. Li Qiye carried the stone tablet back to the academy’s entrance and then placed it 

down with a shout. The figures then disappeared back into the names engraved on the tablet. 

At this moment, everyone was astounded. Who knew about the secret inside the tablet that contained 

the wills of these old invincible sages? Even the elders and protectors of the academy were astonished. 

They didn’t know the secret, but a student from the Grand Era Hall did, and he also used it to defeat the 

enemy. 

“Perimeter of the Wise Sages!” Li Qiye touched the tablet and reminiscing of the dark ages. Countless 

great sects and countries of the human race were destroyed, and many people retreated back to the 

Heavenly Dao Academy. During that war, Li Qiye stood here, facing the legion of his enemy! 

This was a battle that reversed the tide! In that era, Li Qiye stood right here and used the Perimeter of 

the Wise Sages to stop the furious attacks from the enemies. The tablet was painted with blood in that 

battle — some from the generals under Li Qiye, but there was also the blood from the Ancient Ming! 

After so many years had passed, Li Qiye once again used the perimeter today. Although this battle was 

far less impressive than the cruel war in the past, it still reminded him of that dark era, causing his mood 

to plummet with sadness. 

Seeing this tablet caused him to remember too many people that were lost inside his memories. 

“Long live First Brother!” After a long time, everyone came down to the earth again. The Grand Era 

students excitedly surrounded and cheered Li Qiye on. 

“Long live First Brother!” They then threw him really high into the air. 

“Me too, me too, I am also a big contributor!” Little Autumn couldn’t handle being left out, so it rushed 

into the crowd and smilingly exclaimed. 

The group of students also threw Little Autumn up high in jubilation. 

Sikong Toutian, on the other hand, escaped right when the battle was concluded. His identity could not 

meet the light and he would rather not be recognized! 

This post-battle joy infected all the Grand Era students as they were lost in the excitement. 

Of course, some were not very happy, especially the students from the Sacred Era and Zenith Era Halls. 

They could only force out some wry laughter. 

The battle had ended. The eleven old undyings from the alliance had all died, and all the men dressed in 

black that had entered the academy were also killed. No one managed to escape alive. 

The academy also suffered some serious losses, but it was a great victory nonetheless. They defeated 

the powerful alliance and claimed three Immortal Emperor Life Treasures! 



This news traveled far and wide and the entire Eastern Hundred Cities became silent! The younger 

generation and ordinary cultivators knew very little about the matter, but the old undyings from the 

great powers knew a great deal. Some of them even participated in this battle! 

Two True Treasures, seven Life Treasures, eleven old undyings — such a force meant that there were at 

least two Immortal Emperor lineages in the alliance. As for the amount of other powers in this scheme 

to take over the academy, no one knew the exact details. 

As the calamity descended upon the academy, many old undyings secretly thought that such a powerful 

alliance would be able to take over the academy and then split up the heaven’s ancestral vein. But in the 

end, their entire force was annihilated and they even lost three Life Treasures. All the participating great 

powers could only try to alleviate their pain by eating bitter yellow lotus leaves in silence for they 

couldn’t exactly cry about this loss. 

Now, those who took part in this conspiracy began to worry about the vengeance of the Heavenly Dao 

Academy! 

“It is not without reason that the academy had stood strong for so long throughout the ages!” A few 

undyings who didn’t participate said with a tinge of emotion: “The academy did not fall during the dark 

era, so even if a calamity descended today, there would still be a chance that it would be fine.” 

During the battle, some old undyings were hiding to spectate, and this result greatly surprised them. 

Although they were neutral, they intended to fish in troubled waters to see if they could gain anything 

during the collapse of the academy. 

Now, the alliance was completely wiped out, causing these spectating undyings to break out in cold 

sweat. They were glad for not participating; otherwise, they would have suffered the same fate as the 

eleven undyings on the divine altar. 

“Plot, this is a blatant plot. Not only was there a scheme from the alliance, but the academy also had 

their own. The academy set this trap to bait the snake from its nest, then they closed the gate to beat 

the dogs!” In the end, an old undying said with a pale face. 

Even though many people thought that the academy purposely baited this battle, no one dared to 

criticize it! 

If the alliance didn’t intend on destroying the academy, then how would they have fallen into this trap? 

Some started to suspect whether the sundering of the academy was real or not as well. The academy 

could have released this fake piece of news in order to destroy all the enemies that were scheming 

against them in one fell swoop! 

In the aftermath, everyone noticed a character with a special role, Li Qiye! At this time, everyone 

understood that Li Qiye and the academy were on the same side. Li Qiye acted in the light while the 

academy lingered in the darkness; Li Qiye first killed Ba Xia and Hu Yue, then Zu Huangwu along with 

Heavenly Prince Qing Xuan just to bait out the enemies in order to ignite the conflict. 

 


